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	Thank God It's Monday!: How to Create a Workplace You and Your Customers Love, 9780138158057 (0138158053), FT Press, 2009

	Today-s #1 Secret of Profitability and Performance 


	-Thank God Roxanne is willing to share her special mix of motivation and proven methods to supercharge your workplace. Readers will move from -Thank God It-s Monday- to -I Wish Every Day Could Be Monday.--


	Harvey Mackay, author of the New York Times #1 bestseller Swim With the Sharks Without Being Eaten Alive


	"Thank God It's Monday! is a mantra all organizations should chant.  This book helps you not only see the joy that work can bring but it gives you ways to bring it to life.  Buy this book only if you truly want to transform your organization."


	John Christensen, creator of the FISH! Philosophy and coauthor of FISH!


	-I love this book! Roxanne Emmerich-s ability to transform organizations is nothing short of miraculous. She-s the real deal. Every employer should have this book for every employee, AND any person who wants to be happy at work needs to buy it for themselves.-


	Jack Canfield, author of The Success Principles and coauthor of the Chicken Soup for the Soul- series


	-Roxanne Emmerich provides an important reminder that trust, integrity, accountability, and FUN are the cornerstones of real business results. Changing the culture of your workplace can be challenging but delivers an undeniable return. Given we spend at least a third of our adult lives at work, we should all aim to wake up after the weekend and shout, -TGIM!--


	Jeffrey Hayzlett, Chief Marketing Officer, Eastman Kodak Company


	-Read Thank God It-s Monday! and let Roxanne Emmerich-s engaging stories and inspiring ideas help you create passion in your organization. The words -love- and -work- can be used in the same sentence!-


	Ken Blanchard, coauthor of The One Minute Manager- and author of Leading at a Higher Level


	Thank God It-s Monday! is about loving what you-re doing and creating massive results. Roxanne Emmerich introduces you to two CEOs: one desperately struggling to stay afloat and another who-s discovered a better route to growth and profitability. As you join them both on their journey, you-ll gain valuable insights for jumpstarting positive change from anywhere in the organization-replacing dysfunctional organizational behaviors with passion and creativity-overcoming setbacks-making vision and values actually work!


	Whether you-re on the front line, in an office, or running the show, you-ll see how to: 


	     -  Replace dysfunctional behaviors with passion and creativity


	     -  Overcome setbacks with a -bring it on- attitude


	     -  Breathe results-generating life into vision and values


	     -  Think big and make big things happen


	Thank God It-s Monday! presents a unique approach that makes an impact on three groups at once
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Oracle Database 11gR2 Performance Tuning CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012

	People use databases to organize and to manage their data. Oracle Database is the leader
	in the relational database management systems market, with a broad adoption in many
	industries. Using the best tool is not enough to be sure that the results of our efforts will be
	satisfactory—driving the fastest car in a Formula 1...


		

IT Project+ Study GuideSybex, 2002
Here's the book you need to prepare for the latest version of CompTIA's IT Project+ exam. This Study Guide was developed to meet the exacting requirements of today's certification candidates. In addition to the consistent and accessible instructional approach that has earned Sybex the "Best Study Guide" designation in the 2003 CertCities...

		

Natural Language Processing with TensorFlow: Teach language to machines using Python's deep learning libraryPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Write modern natural language processing applications using deep learning algorithms and TensorFlow

	
		Key Features

		
			Focuses on more efficient natural language processing using TensorFlow
	
			Covers NLP as a field in its own right to improve understanding for choosing TensorFlow...







	

Understanding Open Source and Free Software LicensingO'Reilly, 2004
Licensing is a major part of what open source and free  software are all about, but it's still one of the most  complicated areas of law. Understanding Open  Source and Free Software Licensing explains your  licensing options, how they compare and interoperate, and  how license choices affect project possibilities....

		

Yet Another Introduction to Dark Matter: The Particle Physics Approach (Lecture Notes in Physics)Springer, 2019

	
		Dark matter is a frequently discussed topic in contemporary particle physics. Written strictly in the language of particle physics and quantum field theory, these course-based lecture notes focus on a set of standard calculations that students need in order to understand weakly interacting dark matter candidates.

	
		After...



		

Web Development with Java: Using Hibernate, JSPs and ServletsSpringer, 2007
I have been teaching web development for ten years. I started with Perl. I can still remember the behemoth programs that contained all the logic and HTML. I remember using a text editor to write the program. Debugging consisted of a lot of print statements. It was a fun time, full of exploration, but I do not miss them.

Five years ago, I...
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